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Abstract Urban regeneration projects, experienced within many American cities since 1950s and European cities since 1980s, reflect themselves mainly in derelict industrial areas, waterfronts and in central business districts. Their planning policies and strategies have led to the provision of a new vision for areas under physical and economic decay. The main objective of such projects has been the prevention of deprivation and construction of a new and attractive image that creates high quality and vibrant environments. Although such initiatives are often criticized due to their undesired social impacts, physical and economic impacts are fully appreciated. During the past decade, there has been a noticeable decline in the physical and economic structure of the historic core of İzmir. After all, the physical deterioration as well as social and economic decay was inevitable. As a challenge to this environmental decay, an initiative towards regenerating the historic core was started at the beginning of the new millennium. The Department of Urban and Regional Planning, Faculty of Architecture in İzmir and the local government have signed a protocol aiming to conserve and regenerate the historical core. The common view is that the final success strongly depends on public-private sector partnerships and public participation together with successfully created and implemented tourism-based policies and strategies. However the project is as yet seen as merely the production of a development-conservation plan. This paper aims to draw attention to tourism-based regeneration experiences of different cities and conceptualizes a basis for the regeneration of Kemeraltı by proposing a set of strategies.



Introduction Between the 1950s and 1970s, many industrial and port cities of USA and Europe experienced an economic and physical decline, leaving many derelict and unsafe areas behind. The early 1980s have been the years of targeted response to derelict docklands, old industrial areas and city centers. A series of initiatives evolved



towards the regeneration of such problematic sites. Policies and strategies were formulated in order to provide an attractive image and raise the profile of the area to attract investment as well as visitors. Parallel to the developments in the prevailing lifestyles of the individuals in
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terms of easier travel and greater leisure time, tourism industry appeared to be a motivator of change in the physical and social structure of the urban pattern. The reliance on tourism as a spur to economic and environmental development depends not only on its ability to provide employment opportunities and income generation, but also its role in leading to physical and esthetical improvement of the city. The adoption of particularly urban tourism strategies in the revitalization and regeneration of cities has proven that citizens benefit from income and employment generation and living in a better urban environment with an improved urban image. According to the process of tourism-based urban regeneration developed by Law (1996), when investment is made on environmental improvements and attractions, more visitors will be attracted to the city. This flow of visitors will provide a new image for the settlement, which will in turn contribute to the expansion of other economic activities, the growth of population and civic pride. The increased civic pride will make local residents take much greater care of their living environment. On the other hand visitor spending on urban facilities and attractions created as a part of the tourism-based regeneration strategy, will make these facilities economically more viable. This will also be of benefit to the local community by increasing their life standards. Moreover the generated income will provide new job opportunities and make possible further investment in the city.



give prestige, a positive image and publicity to cities (Law, 1992). Furthermore, the expenditures of people visiting these facilities will in time make these uses economically more viable to the local residents. Another way is the development of a flagship project within the declined area. A flagship project will be helpful in restoring the business confidence and act as a catalyst in pulling both public and private investment to physically and economically declined area. According to McCarthy and Pollock (1995), with the help of the ‘projects’ or ‘flagships’ in marketing and image selling, the declined city centers have become an accepted element of the new, postmodern, fragmented city. Urban waterfront regeneration in Manchester, flagship projects in Liverpool, Baltimore and Lowell, hallmark events in Barcelona, city center regeneration experiences in Glasgow introducing art and culture are only some of the examples. In an attempt to consider the increasing global competition between cities in attracting new investments, the importance of city image has been a major influence. Place-marketing and image-selling as indicated by Bassett (1996) “...often involved a rejection of negative images of the past and the reworking of positive elements of local heritage to construct an image of a new post-fordist, consumptionoriented city attractive to inward investors, and with a good quality of life for executives, managers and skilled workers”. Main aims of such projects have been to: ‰



The regeneration process in a deteriorated area can be succeeded in several ways. One way is the creation of special events in the area, which occur only on an annual basis. These events may be in the form of one-off celebrations (i.e. bicentenaries) or hallmark events (i.e. World Football Cup). The other way is the promotion of arts and cultural facilities. The arts are thought to have an economic importance as they have a high profile, a quality label that



‰ ‰



‰



Construct a new and attractive image Encourage people to live there Restore business confidence, attract new firms and create new job opportunities Expand leisure facilities as well as art and culture.



Although policies and strategies vary depending on the political, economic and social structure of governments,
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regeneration projects mostly provide similar impacts. These are as follows: ‰ ‰ ‰ ‰



‰ ‰ ‰ ‰



‰ ‰ ‰ ‰ ‰



Contribution to the image of the city Conservation and restoration of historical and cultural values High quality of life Increased quality of streetscape through the improved architecture and design quality of buildings High quality, cohesive landscape designs Reintroduced sense of place Increased and improved public access Transforming the declined urban fabric into a attractive and successful condition Attraction of both public and private investment Contribution to employment opportunities Resolving land use conflicts Economic restructuring i.e. from industrial sector to service sector Increased land values



Those impacts listed above can mostly be considered as positive impacts that enhance the physical, economic and social structure of the city. However marketing and advertising of an upgraded area may sometimes cause a major shift in the image of poor inner-city districts and result in gentrification. Gentrification, polarization and displacement processes and the development of appropriate strategies merit to be subject of another paper.



Tourism and City Center Regeneration: Policies, Strategies and Outcomes De-industrialization and long-term unemployment, physical and economic decay, appearance of ghetto areas and disappearance of the normal strata of population have been the well-known phases of any city center decline process. The redevelopment of large areas within the declined urban core is mostly considered as a part of the regeneration process, which



aims to create a positive image in the physical and social aspects of the modern capitalist city. Tourism-based regeneration experiences of various countries show that the main aim has been to improve the existing potentials of the area and increase the drawing power of the city for both domestic and international visitors. Such initiatives offer concentration of commercial, entertainment, leisure and cultural facilities and business services together with residential areas. Cities of developed countries have experienced tourism-based regeneration long before our country. Thus we have much to learn from such experiences. As stated by Couch (1996), “regeneration is a gradual and complex process which requires far more than physical renewal to be successful and sustainable”. In other words, the ability in providing jobs for the local citizens while leading to physical improvements should be the foremost component of any city center regeneration project. For instance, in Baltimore, a city lying on the northeast coast of the USA, a similar process was implemented. The decentralization of activities with the transference of port activities and redundancy of old harbor has led to a decrease in the population. There had been no new construction in downtown for thirty years, property values have fallen and vacancy has been high. Politicians, planners and academics together with the private sector commissioned a plan for the central area. The successful development of the center as a pioneering mixed-use scheme including offices, theatre, civic center, hotel and residential block, gave confidence to the city for further projects (Falk, 1996). The apparent success of Baltimore, within the 15 years, created a new urban landscape around waterfront and attracted many visitors which, in turn, brought investment in hotel and catering facilities, shopping facilities and so on. “The Baltimore Office of Promotion and Tourism estimated that in 1981, tourism accounted for 16.000 jobs, a figure which increased to
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20.000 by 1988” (Shaw and Williams, 1993). According to the statistics, there are 22 million visitors a year, of which 7 million are tourists (Falk, 1996). Similarly Duren (1982) draws attention to the waning attraction of the Amsterdam city center. Like in many Dutch city centers, substantial parts of commercial property remained unoccupied for long periods. Especially between 1960 and 1980, there has been a serious decline in the population of the city due to migration of traditional households to other towns. Suburbanization and the reduced accessibility for cars were also amongst the basic facts responsible for the erosion of the city center. With the adoption of a set of strategies, the city soon became the focus of attention more than before. Two industries have contributed greatly to the attraction of city center: retail trade and parts of the hotel and catering industry, i.e. cafés and restaurants. Consequently, today with the increased number of cafés and restaurants, the city center hosts various activities and draws a large number of people especially in the evenings all around the year. Planning policies developed for Glasgow after 1970s aimed to regenerate the city as the premier center in the West of Scotland and to create a strong city center renowned for its cultural life and its prominence as a business and commercial center. Structure Plans and Local Plans have included the need to tackle the environmental decay and urban deprivation together with the need to develop economy in order to create and attract more jobs. As noted by Paddison (1996), service sector was identified as a key sector underpinning the economic regeneration. Glasgow’s Miles Better Campaign, Garden Festival, the ‘European City of Culture’ and also Glasgow as ‘City of Architecture and Design 1999’ helped to increase the overall image and profile of the city. The plans sought to achieve a balance between development in promoting the city’s status as a retail and cultural center and preserving and enhancing the quality of the built



environment. They also considered the improvement of opportunities for housing, leisure and educational activities, visitor facilities and commercial development (Glasgow City Center Millennium Plan, 1995). Following the regeneration strategies, the city attracted some 3.000.000 visitors in 1990 while this figure was some 700.000 in 1982 (Paddison, 1996). However it was stated by McCarthy and Pollock (1995) that “the effects of urban regeneration have been extremely selective and involved costs elsewhere”. Although in 1988 Glasgow had one of the largest office developments of any city outside central London, successes achieved in the city center did not address the problems of the peripheral housing estates. Moreover city center developments in the commercial and service sector remained insufficient in solving the problem of unemployment in the manufacturing industry and marketing strategies have done little to reduce the level of unemployment in the city (Paddison, 1996). It is possible to increase the number of examples of tourism-based regeneration. But in the origin, the philosophy is the same. The redevelopment of large areas within the declined urban core is mostly considered as a part of the regeneration process, which aims to create a positive image in the physical and social aspects of the modern capitalist city.



Historic City Center of İzmir and Signals of Decay İzmir, as the third largest city of Turkey with a population of about 2.5 million, acts as a base for international tourist arrivals visiting mainly surrounding historical and touristic places. Although the city itself provides historical and archaeological values such as the ancient Agora, Kadifekale (upper castle), the tomb of Tantalos, Archaeological Museum and mainly the historical city center, up to the present there was no initiative towards the better promotion and marketing of the city and the revival of the historic core.
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Historical past of the traditional city center of İzmir dates back many centuries. Covering an area of 270 hectares, is declared as a ‘Historical Site’ (See Figure 1). Being an old but prime residential district of İzmir, the site includes archaeological values such as the Agora, amphitheatre, ancient stadium and ramparts. Furthermore, caravansaries, Turkish baths, synagogues, mosques, traditional Turkish and Levantine residential units that the site accommodates provide a satisfactory potential as urban attractions (Taner, 2000).



Today the site confronts a series of problems: ‰ ‰



‰ ‰



‰ ‰



During the 1950s and 1960s, the site has lived its heydays and served to both wholesale and retail trade. By the 1970s, a process of stagnation has begun as a result of many complex and multiple factors, but mostly the construction of large scale shopping centers on every axis of the city. In sum, the historic core of İzmir today faces a series of problems ranging from physical and economic to social. In the origin, six main factors have played a dominant role in the decline of the historic city center: 1. Lack of sufficient policies and strategies towards preventing decay and promoting revival of the city center, 2. The designation of ‘historical site’, which discouraged rebuilding, 3. Economic deficiencies of residents and merchants discouraging rehabilitation, restoration and maintenance, 4. Lack of central government and private sector investments in providing funds towards the conservation of the area, 5. Attractivity of Alsancak, a high-income residential and commercial area, located at the north, and 6. Large-scale shopping center developments on the residential development axes of the city. Furthermore, lack of improved pedestrian access, insufficient parking opportunities, relatively high land prices, large number of vacant plots and units have also contributed to the decay of the historic city center.



‰ ‰



‰



quality of streetscape is below desirable standards in many precincts, traffic circulation system is rather insufficient in solving existing problems, there is insufficiency of convenient parking spaces, public places are not well-organized and equipped with appropriate street furniture, wholesale and small-scale production have economically weakened, some parts are highly inaccessible (in terms of security), most of the listed buildings to conserve are under decay, there is insufficiency in cultural facilities which may contribute to the liveliness and vitality of the site, and finally there is a decreasing number of housing units and residential population.



The challenge for conservation and regeneration was not taken up until recent years as a result of the limited academic and government interest in the area, and the insufficiency of public funds. However the acceleration of the above-mentioned problems has made the local government and academic partnership inevitable. At the beginning of 2000, a protocol was signed between the local government and the Faculty of Architecture of Dokuz Eylül University aiming to set a new vision and a plan for the Historic Center. In this respect the main aim of the initiative developed for the historic city center of İzmir is far more than producing a conventionally known conservation plan. The project originally aims to reverse the decay and decline by employing regeneration policies and strategies, which suit the characteristics of the area. Furthermore, it urges the past to meet with the present and project both to the future. Within the planning concept, project will be carried out in two phases: First phase includes the Structure Plan and a detailed plan covering main shopping district.
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Policies and Strategies for Regenerating Kemeraltı It is believed that the main objective of a tourism-based regeneration policy for the city center of Izmir should be the conservation of the historical heritage and reawakening some of the noticeable characteristics of the past while providing a locally authentic and attractive image. As a part of city’s historical heritage, the site should be well-planned and managed considering conservation on the one hand and regeneration employing tourism on the other. Following the policies, a series of strategies should be developed in order to create a better and attractive environment while solving the existing problems and generating income and employment opportunities. These strategies are stated as follows: ‰ ‰ ‰



‰ ‰



‰



‰



‰



‰



Improvement of public access to the city center, Functional change, e.g. from warehouse to commercial, Re-use of redundant and listed buildings through rehabilitation and maintenance, Introducing art and culture through activities, performances, etc., Streetscape improvements, especially on historically important axes, Encouraging people, especially young couples and singles, to live and work there, Increase the number of activities and services for domestic and foreign visitors, Re-create focal points and redesign squares allowing the gathering of people for different purposes, Provide and strengthen the internal connections within the area as well as its external links with the other parts of the city.



However above-mentioned strategies alone are not sufficient for the achievement of a successful conservation and regeneration project. There should also be systematic



approach underlying the process. The approach adopted is primarily based on the conservation and regeneration experiences of different countries and the realities of Turkey. Actually these involve seven main steps and provide a satisfactory frame for the conservation and regeneration of the historical core. Other objectives of the project have been formulated as follows: 1. To provide a social agreement towards the ways of conserving and regenerating the site by using public participation effectively. 2. To develop a common vision connected with the site. This level necessitates a detailed analysis of the current problems and potentials of the site in order to provide a satisfactory basis for policies and strategies. 3. To develop alternative schemes in accordance with the historical background of the area, its potentials, and the needs and demands of the local people as well as of visitors. 4. To inform public about on-going projects in due time. This level necessitates the organization of public hearings in order to provide a basis where conflicting interests are discussed. 5. To activate the NGOs in serving as a resolution mechanism of various kinds of land-use conflicts. 6. To determine the best scheme that fits the area in terms of economic, physical and social objectives. 7. To develop the sight that the public sector should undertake a leading role in making investment which will in turn provide an attractive climate for the private sector. Conclusion Considering the above-mentioned objectives it is possible to formulate a series of strategies for the first phase project area: -



An appropriate visitor management plan should be introduced regarding the historic environment and existing
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-



-



and potential pedestrian corridors for the local community, visitors and specific interest groups. The Visitor Management Plan should include strategies for integrated access; it should support the Structure Plan and conservation and regeneration policies and strategies,



-



Due to its historical characteristics, the organic and narrow street pattern create difficulties especially in the loading/unloading of goods. Therefore a well-organised traffic management scheme should be introduced,
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Small squares facing religious buildings should be improved and their attractivity increased,
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Small-scale accommodation facilities should be provided via functional change to both enable visitors to locate for short periods and to generate additional income for the people residing in the historical core,
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Traditional arts and crafts such as wood and copper products should be encouraged and any initiative towards attracting visitors to these parts should be developed. Besides all, it is believed that public-private partnership and public participation are the necessary elements of a successfull implementation process.
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